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Abstract: In conducting land boundary verification surveys in digitalized cadastral areas in Taiwan,
possible parcel points must be surveyed. These points are employed in the overlap analysis and map
registration of possible parcel points and digitalized cadastral maps to identify the coordinates of
parcel points. Based on the computed horizontal distance and angle between control points and parcel
points, parcels are staked out using ground surveys. Most studies survey possible parcel points using
ground surveys with, for example, total stations. Compared with ground surveys, UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) aerial photogrammetry can provide more possible parcel points. Thus, an overlap
analysis of digitalized cadastral maps, combined with the collection of possible parcel points, will be
more comprehensive. In this study, a high-quality-medium format camera, with a 55 mm focal length,
was carried on a rotary UAV to take images, with a 3 cm ground sampling distance (GSD), flying
300 m above the ground. The images were taken with an 80% end-lap and side-lap to increase the
visibility of the terrain details for stereo-mapping. According to the test conducted in this study,
UAV aerial photogrammetry can accurately provide supplementary control points and assist in the
boundary verification of digitalized cadastral areas in Taiwan.

Keywords: survey for boundary verification; overlap analysis; map registration; UAV aerial
photogrammetry; stereo-mapping

1. Introduction

Boundary verification surveys determine the officially recognized boundaries of people’s property.
Depending on the survey method and the way cadastral maps are stored in Taiwan, they can be
categorized into digital cadastral areas, graphic cadastral areas, and digitalized graphic cadastral areas.
In Taiwan, the digital cadastral map coordinate system has been unified as the TWD97 coordinate
system, so that surveyors can use digital methods, such as Virtual Base Stations RTK (called the eGNSS
survey in Taiwan) or the radiation method, using total stations to verify property boundaries. While
graphic cadastral maps have been digitalized as digitalized graphic cadastral maps, they still cannot
shield the original maps from differential shrinkage, wrinkles, folds, and damage and give rise to
problems, such as a difference between maps and land details in the real world, map joins, and changes
to an area after map registration [1]. Since graphic cadastral maps have been digitalized into digital
form, the digital survey method for boundary verification can be adopted. In the digital boundary
verification survey method, surveyors must compute the horizontal distance and angles among control
points and parcel points for verification, according to their coordinates. After this, based on the
computed distances and angles, the surveyors can stake out the parcel points for verification. Since
digitalized graphic cadastral maps still cannot shield the original maps from differential shrinkage,
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wrinkles, folds, and damage, the possible parcel points along the parcel boundaries must be surveyed
for overlap analysis and map registration of the digitalized cadastral maps and land details (possible
parcel points) in order to eliminate inconsistencies between the cadastral maps and actual land details.
Surveyors can then record the parcel point coordinates for verification. Essentially, the horizontal
distances and angles among the control points and parcel points for verification are calculated in order
for ground surveyors to stake out those points. However, control points near a parcel boundary may
be lost during verification. Therefore, the collection of the coordinates of supplementary control points
and the surveying of possible parcel points along the parcel boundaries are two important issues.
Most studies examining these issues focused on ground survey methods in a local area using ground
instruments, such as the GNSS systems or total stations. However, because the current approaches
only focus on local areas, a local area may fit the parcels surveyed for boundary verification, while the
relationship between the digitalized graphic maps and land details in other areas might be destroyed.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are aircraft without pilots. UAVs can be remotely controlled
(e.g., flown by a pilot at a ground control station), or they can fly autonomously using pre-programmed
flight plans or more complex dynamic automation systems [2]. UAVs can carry optical sensors,
thermal sensors, multispectral sensors, and Lidar sensors [3,4]. They can also be used for close-range
photogrammetry to collect close-range images for mapping man-made objects and the 3-D modeling
of natural objects [5,6]. Compared with traditional aerial photogrammetry, UAVs are a novel platform
for carrying sensors and flying at the required altitudes. Therefore, with the recent rapid development
of UAVs and the improvement of automatic navigation technology and stable imaging devices, UAVs
can be used to obtain aerial images from below the cloud cover, with a high ground resolution
and in a safer and more affordable manner than manned aircraft. Thus, UAVs can perform aerial
operations at different altitudes, according to the mission requirements, and they are able to obtain
high-spatial-resolution images and produce orthophotos [7], digital surface models [8], and topographic
maps [9].

In addition, UAV aerial photogrammetry has been studied in relation to its application in cadastral
surveys in recent years. For example, Manyoky et al. [10] used a multi-rotor drone to carry a Panasonic
Lumix DMC-LX3 camera at an altitude of 40 m in order to dronestagram and test the cadastral survey of
two test areas, namely, a TS2 construction site, and TS3 dense agricultural and forestry land. The results
achieved for the tests in the TS2 and TS3 test areas demonstrated a plane accuracy of 1.8 cm and
2.0 cm, respectively. These figures were in line with the specification of the cadastral planar accuracy of
3.5 cm in TS2 areas and 7 cm in TS3 areas, required by the technical ordinance for cadastral surveying
(TVAV) in the Swiss cadastral measurement technology section. In the process of boundary verification,
landowners and related persons are often unable to attend a survey set at the specified time, often
resulting in lost time and further incurred costs. In order to improve the efficiency of the survey process,
Rijsdijk et al. [11] explored the use of UAV aerial photogrammetry for the boundary verification process.
A four-rotor UAV was used to carry an Olympus E-P3 OG camera at an altitude of 50 m, obtaining
images of Ningspet in the Netherlands, with an 80% end-lap and side-lap. After aerotriangulation
using a bundle adjustment and DTM (Digital Terrain Model) generation, the generated orthoimages
had a geometrical accuracy of 3 cm. This demonstrated that it was possible to generate high-accuracy
orthophotos of a cadastral area during boundary verification and parcel surveying. Crommelinck
et al. [12] noted that the current procedures for boundary verification often involve a large number of
on-site surveys and many procedures. The use of drones for cadastral surveys could automate parts of
the process based on cadastral boundaries and natural objects and artifacts. Based on the assumption
that terrain objects are visible in UAV images, agricultural land test areas were selected from three
different UAV data sources for testing. Their methods for verifying the cadastral boundaries proved
that the cadastral mapping process could be automated.

Based on the above, the accuracy of UAV aerial photogrammetry has been verified for application
in cadastral surveys. Moreover, UAV aerial photogrammetry can quickly provide images with a high
spatial resolution and generate detailed maps more flexibly than ground surveys and traditional
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aerial photogrammetry, with a lower cost [9]. Compared to ground survey methods using total
stations or GNSS systems, which can only collect the possible parcel points in a local area, UAV aerial
photogrammetry can provide many more possible parcel points and generate orthoimages. Actual
global land details and the generated orthoimages can then help to identify the relationship between
the original cadastral map and the current land use. Thus, in this study, the results of our overlap
analysis of digitalized cadastral maps show more collected possible parcel points along the parcel
boundaries. After that, map registration is performed to increase the consistency between the map
and current actual land details. Thus, the reliability and accuracy of the map registration is improved
compared with the overlap analysis, with fewer possible points than ground surveys. Additionally,
UAV aerial photogrammetry can obtain the coordinates of distinct terrain object points, e.g., road
corners or roof corners, as supplementary control points by space intersection using multiple bundles
of photogrammetry. For these reasons, this study focuses on the use of UAV aerial photogrammetry
in a survey for the boundary verification of urban digitalized cadastral areas in Taiwan. The aim is
to produce the coordinates of supplementary control points using UAV aerial photogrammetry and
verify the feasibility of the survey for boundary verification using UAV aerial photogrammetry.

2. Methodology

This study focuses on the use of UAV aerial photogrammetry in boundary verification surveys of
urban digitalized cadastral areas in Taiwan. The results should comply with the accuracy requirements,
as specified in Articles 75 and 76 of the “Regulations for the Implementation of Cadastral Surveys” in
Taiwan, and overcome the difficulties associated with conducting detailed surveys of Taiwan’s urban
areas. A flowchart of the study is illustrated in Figure 1. The test area, shown in the red polygon in
Figure 2, was in the 4th subsection, ChengDa section, Wensang District, Taipei City, Taiwan. Firstly,
data related to the test area should be collected, including the announced coordinates of the control
points in the cadastral coordinate system surveyed using a ground survey by the Land Administration
Bureau, Taipei City Government in Taiwan, the land detailed points surveyed by total stations, and
digitized cadastral maps. The planning and execution of UAV aerial photogrammetry is described
in Section 2.1, including the planning and dronestagramming, setting and surveying of the aerial
photogrammetric targets, aerial triangulation, coordinate measurements of supplementary control
points, and detailed map generation by UAV aerial photogrammetric stereo-mapping. The boundary
verification surveys in digitalized cadastral areas in Taiwan are described in Section 2.2, including map
registration and boundary verification surveys.

2.1. Planning and Execution of UAV Photogrammetry

2.1.1. Planning and Dronestagramming

This study used the highly mobile AI-RIDER YJ-1000-HC multi-rotor UAV (performance shown
in Table 1; devices shown in Figure 3a–c); and a PhaseOne iXU150 medium format camera, with a
55 mm fixed-focus lens shown in Figure 3d). The camera without a lens weighed 0.75 kg. Its image
size was 8280 pixels × 6208 pixels, and the cell size was 5.3 microns, while the corresponding sensor
size was 43.8 mm × 32.9 mm.

Table 1. Performance of the AI-RIDER AI-1100-QC multi-rotor UAV.

Net Weight Maximum Payload Dimensions Vehicle Material Flight Duration (with
Maximum Payload)

54500 g 4000 g 152 cm × 152 cm ×
45 cm Carbon fiber Up to 25 min

Flight Radius Flight Assistance GPS Position
Accuracy

Wind Tolerance
in Steady Wind

Wind Tolerance in
Gusts

Up to 750 m AAHRS, DPH, DFC 52.5 m CEP Up to 12 m/s Up to 18 m/s
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Figure 1. Study flowchart.

A UAV flight control computer was connected through the camera’s external shutter release.
When the UAV reached the test area, the flight control computer triggered the camera to capture
images and store them according to the flight plan. An AHRS (attitude and heading reference system),
integrated with GPS signals, was installed on the drone. The flight control computer recorded the
camera position by GPS and AHRS data, when each shot was triggered, for subsequent UAV aerial
photogrammetric processing. The altitude was set to 300 m, and the ground resolution was set to
about 3 cm in order to collect images and obtain high-precision aerial triangulation adjustment results
economically. The waypoints were planned using a side-lap and end-lap of about 80% to reduce
shadows and increase the visibility of objects and landmarks in order to more easily stereo-map more
terrain details. Additionally, the dronestagramming range was expanded beyond the test area to
ensure the quality and reliability of the UAV aerial photogrammetry.
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Figure 3. AI-RIDER YJ-1000-HC Multi-Rotor UAV and PhaseOne iXU150 Camera. (a) Body; (b) Remote
controller; (c) Ground control station; (d) Camera.

2.1.2. Setting and Surveying Aerial Photogrammetric Targets

Based on the Work Manual of One Thousand Digital Aerial Photogrammetric Topographical
Maps in Urban Areas in Taiwan [13], more commonly known as the “Aerial Photogrammetric Work
Manual”, the aerial photogrammetric targets in this study were set up at open locations. Meanwhile,
the existing control points of the area were preferentially used as control points and checkpoints for
aerial triangulation. Full control points were set up about 4~5 baselines from each other (baselines
must be computed with a 60% image overlap).

Once the aerial photogrammetric targets were set, a material that was durable and had sufficient
contrast with the ground color was selected for a clear identification and measurement. According
to our experience, white painted squares could achieve the above-mentioned purpose. The size was
designed based on the GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) of the images at about 3 cm, and the planned
side length of the target was thus 20 cm. After imaging, the side consisted of about 6 pixels and could
be clearly and easily identified in the image, shown in Figure 4.
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Considering the accuracy, cost, and ease of operation, and with reference to the Handbook
for Densified and Complementary Control Points with Virtual Base Station Real-Time Kinematic
Positioning (VBS-RTK) Technology [14], VBS-RTK technology, called the e-GNSS survey in Taiwan,
was used to determine the coordinates of the aerial photogrammetric targets in this study. e-GNSS
is the name of the high-precision electronic global satellite real-time dynamic positioning system,
constructed by the National Land Surveying and Mapping Center of the Ministry of the Interior,
Taiwan. It is basically defined as the satellite real-time dynamic positioning system, based on Internet
communication and wireless data transmission technology, in which the letter “e” means “electronic”
and “networked”. GNSS stands for multi-satellite navigation and positioning systems (GPS + GLO
+ GAL + BDS + QZSS). If VBS-RTK was affected by poor mobile communication, and the original
observation data were received from more than five satellites and with a PDOP (Position Dilution of
Precision) value of less than 5, then OTF (On-The-Fly) post-processing was employed to determine
the coordinates. The aerial photogrammetric targets were surveyed twice for averaging. Meanwhile,
the differences in the horizontal position and elevation between the two surveys were not less than
3 cm and 5cm, respectively.

When e-GNSS was used to determine the coordinates of the aerial photogrammetric targets, the 3D
coordinates of the locations with known announced control points in the cadastral coordinate system,
surveyed using a ground survey by the Land Administration Bureau, Taipei City Government in
Taiwan, were surveyed by a e-GNSS survey. The purpose was for the horizontal coordinate conversion
to estimate and eliminate the systematic error between the cadastral coordinate system and e-GNSS
coordinate system, while verifying the correctness of the coordinate conversion. Specifically, the eGNSS
survey and least-squares collocation adjustment were used to obtain the cadastral coordinates of the
aerial photogrammetric targets. Least-squares collocation is a combination of least squares adjustment,
estimation, and filtering. Compared with the traditional adjustment method, which can only deal
with random errors in observation [15], the least squares collocation method can also estimate the
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systematic error between two kinds of coordinates, namely, the cadastral coordinate system and the
e-GNSS coordinate system, where observations were not made [16].

In this study, the TWD97 coordinate system was used for horizontal coordinates, and the
TWVD2001 system was used for elevation. Therefore, the surveyed elevation was converted to the
ortho-height system, according to the geoid model announced by the Ministry of the Interior (Taiwan).

2.1.3. Aerial Triangulation (AT)

Once the UAV images were obtained, they were processed according to the AT work items described
in the Aerial Photogrammetric Work Manual. The main processing steps of the self-calibration bundle
adjustment include (1) the initial camera parameter inputs, (2) automatic tie point extraction, (3) free net
adjustment, (4) automatic or manual blunder detection, (5) tie point manual measurement and deletion,
(6) image point measurement of GCPs, and (7) self-calibration bundle adjustment for camera calibration.

Two AT results are presented and compared in this study. One was obtained using Pix4Dmapper [17],
which is completely automated. The other was obtained using the Leica Photogrammetry Suite
Orientation Management (ORIMA) [18] photogrammetric software, a conventional semi-automatic
software for AT in aerial photogrammetry. Both AT processing procedures were implemented using the
self-calibration bundle adjustment [19], which can not only determine the exterior parameters of images,
but also the camera parameters, including the principal focal length, principal point location and
system errors from lens or film distortions. This means that the basic collinearity equation is augmented
by the additional terms, ∆x and ∆y. The ∆x and ∆y terms consist of various additional parameters
based on different models. The camera model or camera parameters used by the Pix4Dmapper is as
shown in Equations (1)–(4), and the output unit of the camera parameters is pixels [17].

xd = x(1 + dr + dtx)Ooayd = y
(
1 + dr + dty

)
(1)

dr = r3R1 + r5R2 + r7R3 (2)

dtx = 2t1xy + t2
(
r2 + 2x2

)
(3)

dty = 2t2xy + t1
(
r2 + 2y2

)
(4)

where (xd, yd): the image coordinates after correcting the lens distortion. (x, y): the image coordinates
before correcting the lens distortion. R1 ∼ R3: the radial parameters of the lens distortion. t1 ∼ t2: the
decentering parameters of the lens distortion. r =

√
x2 + y2: the radial distance.

The ORIMA photogrammetric software for AT adapts the Brown physical model. Equation (5)
shows the Brown mathematical model, which was originally developed for frame camera calibration.

∆x = x0 + x[a1(r2
− r2

0) + a2(r4
− r4

0) + a3(r6
− r6

0)] + b1x + b2y

+ x
c [c1(x2

− y2) + c2x2y2 + c3(x4
− y4)] + d1xy + d2y2 + d3x2y + d4xy2 + d5x2y2

∆y = y0 + y[a1(r2
− r2

0) + a2(r4
− r4

0) + a3(r6
− r6

0)]

+
y
c [c1(x2

− y2) + c2x2y2 + c3(x4
− y4)] + d6xy + d7x2 + d8x2y + d9xy2 + d10x2y2

(5)

where, ∆x, ∆y: the corrected image point coordinate observations; x0, y0: the principal point coordinates;
c: the calibrated focal length; r, r0: the radial distance from the measurement point to the image center
and principal point, respectively; a1, a2, a3: the radial lens distortion polynomial coefficients; b1, b2:
the affinity and non-orthogonality of the image system; c1, c2, c3: the unflatness of the image plane;
d1 . . . . . . d10: the regular and irregular film deformations.

When ORIMA was used, AT was performed using the free-net and constraint bundle adjustment
first, while the final solution was solved by the self-calibration bundle adjustment. In self-calibration
bundle adjustment, the high correlation, significance and determinability of the self-calibration
parameters were carefully analyzed, and then appropriate parameters were selected for the final
adjustment. However, Pix4Dmapper is automated, so these issues in the ORIMA software were not
considered. Meanwhile, five checkpoints were selected for each AT result to verify the AT accuracy.
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2.1.4. Supplementary Control Point Measurements for the Boundary Verification Survey

After AT, this study discusses two approaches to obtaining supplementary control point coordinates
for boundary verification. Because the Pix4Dmapper software has a user-friendly interface and
function for measuring the coordinates by space intersection using multiple bundles, it was used in
this study to measure the coordinates of supplementary control points (Figure 5). In the first approach,
the coordinates of supplementary control points were measured using the AT results directly from
Pix4Dmapper. In the second approach, the coordinates of supplementary control points were measured
using the AT results from ORIMA. The reason is the AT results obtained from ORIMA are more suitable
for stereo-mapping. An advanced discussion will be presented in Section 3.1.5 using the approach
described in Section 2.1.5. Because the camera parameters adopted by ORIMA and Pix4Dmapper
are different (see Equations (1)–(5)), as described in Section 2.1.3, the camera parameters of ORIMA
cannot be imported into Pix4Dmapper. Therefore, the second approach should firstly obtain the
undistorted images by resampling the original images based on the calibrated camera parameters, and
then all the undistorted images, including the exterior parameters and pixel size, can be imported into
Pix4Dmapper to measure the supplementary control point coordinates (see Figure 5). For comparison,
the coordinates of the same supplementary control points were surveyed in the cadastral coordinate
system using a total station by the Land Administration Bureau, Taipei City Government in Taiwan.
After the tests described in Section 2.1.5, the approach with the best results was chosen to provide
supplementary control coordinates for boundary verification.
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2.1.5. Detailed Map Generation by UAV Aerial Photogrammetric Stereo-mapping

A detailed survey measures the coordinates of topographic detail points that are possible locations
of parcel lines, including the parcel corners. The purpose of a detail survey is to provide possible
parcel points, including the possible parcel corners or parcel points on the parcel boundary, for map
registration, after the overlap analysis of the possible parcel points and the digitalized graphic cadastral
map, in order to identify the coordinates of the parcel corners for boundary verification. UAV aerial
photogrammetry was used in this study to globally measure the terrain detail points to conduct a
global overlap analysis in order to perform map registration and further confirm the consistency
between the digitized cadastral map and current actual land details in the TWD97 coordinate system.
This method is unlike a traditional ground detail survey for boundary verification, in which only local
detail points are surveyed, meaning there will only be local consistency between a cadastral map
and land details. The abovementioned detail points are usually located on the boundary of natural
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terrain features (such as ridges, valleys, waterways, etc.) or artificial features (such as ditches, road
boundaries, ridge footpaths, embankments, or crop boundaries). In a detail survey using UAV aerial
photogrammetry, the 3D cadastral lines were generated and overlapped on stereo models in order to
obtain references to stereo-map the positions of the detail points near the parcel lines. The elevation of
the 2D cadastral lines was interpolated from DSM (Digital Surface Model) data, generated from the
dense matching of UAV images, to form 3D cadastral lines.

The principle of stereo mapping is derived from the principles of field surveying in subsection
807 of the Resurvey Handbooks of Cadastral Maps by the Digital Method in Taiwan. Moreover, based
on the characteristics of digitalized graphic urban cadastral maps in Taiwan, urban terrain details
were stereo-mapped to identify possible parcel points on the parcel boundaries, for example, (1) road
boundaries (Figure 6a); (2) the centerline of a wall on the top of a building of the same style, except
for the wall on the outermost boundary of the top of the building; (3) the outer edge of a wall on the
outermost boundary of the top of a building of the same style (red lines in Figure 6c), and the outer
edge of a wall of a single building (red lines in Figure 6b), except the wall attached to exposed steel
reinforcing; (4) roof eaves (green lines in Figure 6c); (5) an embankment within the scope of a waterway
and bounded by the lower foot of its embankment; and (6) the location of changes of vegetation covers
and topographical change boundaries.
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(a) road boundaries (red lines), (b) outer edge of a wall of a single building (red lines), and (c) the outer
edge of a wall on the outermost boundary (red lines) and roof eaves (green lines).
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Because two AT results were obtained from ORIMA and Pix4Dmapper, one must be chosen
for detailed map generation by stereo-mapping. Because y parallax in the stereo model will cause
discomfort during stereo-mapping, six well-distributed models were selected for the comparison of
the y parallax of the two AT results. Six evenly distributed checkpoints in each model verified the
y parallax. The method for checking the y parallax involves stereoscopic observation and then splitting
the model into left and right images, as shown in Figure 7. The difference between a floating mark
in the left and right images in the y direction are measured as the y parallax. Each checkpoint was
observed and measured 3 times to average the results. The stereoscopic observation was performed
using the PRO600 software. PRO600 is an integrated suite of software applications from Hexagon
Geospatial, which optimizes MicroStation for photogrammetric vector data collection and editing.
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The AT result with the smallest y parallax was used to generate a detailed map and orthoimage
using the Pix4Dmapper software. The detailed map generated by UAV aerial photogrammetry was
then compared with the one surveyed by ground surveying using a total station.

2.2. Survey for the Boundary Verification of a Digitalized Cadastral Area of Taiwan

2.2.1. Map Registration

Map registration is performed after overlapping the detailed map and generating orthoimage
with digitized cadastral maps. The goal of map registration is to identify the relationship between
the digitized cadastral maps and actual terrain details. Thus, the relationship between digitalized
cadastral maps and current land detail situations should be as consistent as possible, thus increasing
the reliability and accuracy of the digitized cadastral map. Before map registration, area partitions
are used to divide all the digitalized graphic cadastral areas into several subareas. This makes them
compatible with affine transformation, with a different scale factor for each axis, in ArcMap software to
absorb errors, including map shrinkage and deformation, and it also allows them to better fit with the
cadastral maps and the actual land details in the TWD97 coordinate system. Once the partitions were
determined, the suitable and evenly distributed points between the digitalized cadastral maps and
current land detailed maps in each subarea were selected for affine transformation. Then, before and
after map registration, the vertical distances from the detail points to the cadastral lines in each subarea
were calculated to determine whether the actual land details were consistent with the cadastral maps.

2.2.2. Survey for Boundary Verification

In this stage, the coordinates of the supplementary control points were measured for boundary
verification by the space intersection of multiple bundles in UAV aerial photogrammetry, and the
measurement tool is the same as that shown in Figure 5. The computed horizontal distances and angles
among the measured coordinates of the supplementary control points and the measured coordinates of
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the parcel points from the cadastral map were used to stake out the parcel points in the real world by
the radiation or free station method using a total station. The radiation method using a total station is
the most usual method for verification surveys. The total station was set up on the control point. Then,
the parcel points were verified by the computed horizontal distance and angle. The free station method
using a total station set up the total station where it could see the control points and parcel points.
At this moment, the total station was not set up on the control point. The free station method is more
convenient than the radiation method, but the coordinates of the free station have to be determined after
observing at least two control points. Meanwhile, the desired horizontal distances and angles among
the control points and the parcel points have to be calculated on site. If the observation sight among
the control points and parcel points is clear, the radiation method using a total station is recommended.
The results of the boundary verification survey presented in this study were checked according to
Articles 75 and 76 of the Regulations for the Implementation of Cadastral Surveys in Taiwan.

3. Results and Discussion

The following sections will present the test results. The first section gives the UAV aerial
photogrammetry results, and the second gives the boundary verification survey results.

3.1. UAV aerial Photogrammetry

3.1.1. Planning and Dronestagramming

Based on the plan, it was estimated that 250 images would be taken (see the designed waypoints
in Figure 8). However, only 230 images were actually collected. The final dronestagramming locations
by UAV are shown as red points in Figure 9. In addition, the blue “+” marks indicate the control
and checkpoints for AT, and the yellow circles indicate the models selected for the stereoplotting test
described in Section 3.1.4.
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3.1.2. Setting and Surveying of Aerial Photogrammetric Targets

Using the principles of control point selection described in Section 2.1.2, Figure 10 demonstrates
16 control points (red and blue marks) and 5 checkpoints (yellow marks), where the red marks are the
5 announced control points that are also used for the subsequent least squares collocation in the next
step to confirm the consistency of the coordinate reference system between the cadastral map system
and e-GNSS coordinate system. The relationship between all control points and dronestagramming
locations is shown in Figure 9.
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The TWD97 coordinates of 21 aerial photogrammetric targets were obtained after two e-GNSS
surveys of each target. The maximum difference of the horizontal position and elevation between two
e-GNSS surveys were 2.9 cm and 2.7 cm, respectively. This meets the requirements and subsequent least
squares collocation based on the affine transformation of the five announced control points (red marks
shown in Figure 10) to confirm the consistency of the coordinate reference system. The results of the
least squares collocation are shown in Table 2. GA0476, GA0477, GA0494, 100010 and QT79 were the
five announced control points. Ntran (m) and etran (m) indicated the (N, E) coordinates before the
least squares collocation, and ninterp (m) and einterp (m) showed the (N, E) coordinates after the least
squares collocation. Ndef (m) and edef (m) were the system error between the cadastral coordinate
system and e-GNSS coordinate system. The system error between the cadastral coordinate system
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and e-GNSS coordinate system for the five announced control points was not so obvious, because the
maximum error was −0.009 m in the E coordinate component at Point No. 10010.

Table 2. The results of the least squares collocation.

Name Ntran(m) Etran(m) Ndef(m) Edef(m) Ninterp(m) Einterp(m)

GA0476 2,764,984.255 308,173.634 −0.003 0.008 2,764,984.252 308,173.642
GA0477 2,764,471.257 308,372.473 0.004 0.001 2,764,471.261 308,372.474
GA0494 2,764,965.349 307,666.146 0.005 0.000 2,764,965.354 307,666.146
100010 2,764,933.564 308,222.567 −0.001 −0.009 2,764,933.563 308,222.558
QT79 2,764,586.628 307,834.778 −0.006 0.000 2,764,586.622 307,834.778

1 2,764,657.954 307,623.524 −0.002 0.000 2,764,657.952 307,623.524
2_1 2,764,838.716 307,638.160 0.002 0.000 2,764,838.718 307,638.160

3 2,764,961.889 307,738.561 0.003 0.001 2,764,961.892 307,738.562
4 2,764,985.151 307,901.447 0.000 0.003 2,764,985.151 307,901.450
6 2,764,716.818 308,229.028 0.000 −0.004 2,764,716.818 308,229.024
7 2,764,657.885 308,319.391 0.001 −0.003 2,764,657.886 308,319.388
8 2,764,509.097 308,157.809 0.000 −0.001 2,764,509.097 308,157.808
9 2,764,572.245 307,910.526 −0.005 0.000 2,764,572.240 307,910.526
10 2,764,530.021 307,726.858 −0.005 0.000 2,764,530.016 307,726.858
11 2,764,790.893 307,839.159 −0.001 0.001 2,764,790.892 307,839.160
12 2,764,774.589 308,034.377 −0.002 0.000 2,764,774.587 308,034.377

GA0467 2,764,569.415 307,917.941 −0.004 0.000 2,764,569.411 307,917.941
NA0275 2,764,963.031 307,831.999 0.001 0.002 2,764,963.032 307,832.001
Q1514 2,764,495.534 308,274.968 0.002 0.000 2,764,495.536 308,274.968

NA0586 2,764,648.629 308,238.561 0.001 −0.003 2,764,648.630 308,238.558
NA0585 2,764,853.906 308,220.866 −0.001 −0.006 2,764,853.905 308,220.860

After the least squares collocation, the ratio of the distance difference between any two points was
calculated for analysis. The maximum ratio of the distance difference between any two points (baseline)
was 1/21535, which meets the 1/5000 requirement of the Handbook for Densified and Complementary
Control Points with Virtual Base Station Real-Time Kinematic Positioning (VBS-RTK) Technology [14].
The obtained coordinates after the least squares collocation, based on affine transformation, were
also verified by the horizontal distances measured by a total station. Table 3 shows the check results.
The maximum relative ratio of the distance difference for five ground surveyed horizontal distances
was 1/3335, which meets the 1/3000 requirement of the Handbook for Densified and Complementary
Control Points with Virtual Base Station Real-Time Kinematic Positioning (VBS-RTK) Technology [14].

Table 3. Verification of the coordinates after the least squares collocation by ground surveying the
horizontal distances (m) with a total station.

Point-to-Point Horizontal
Distance (m)

The Horizontal Distance
Calculated from the

Transformed Coordinates (m)

Difference
(m)

Relative Ratio of
the Difference

GA0494-NA0275 165.864 165.870 0.006 1/27644
GA0476-100010 70.448 70.456 0.008 1/8806
100010-NA0585 79.698 79.675 0.023 1/3335

1514-GA0477 100.497 100.482 0.015 1/6700
QT79-GA0467 84.928 84.926 0.002 1/42464

3.1.3. Aerial Triangulation (AT)

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, two AT results are presented and compared in this study. One was
obtained using Pix4Dmapper, which is completely automated. The other was obtained using the
ORIMA photogrammetric software, a conventional semi-automatic software package for AT in
aerial photogrammetry. Pix4Dmapper is automated, and the camera parameters, after automatic
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self-calibration, are shown in Table 4. While using the ORIMA software, the high correlation,
significance, and determinability of the self-calibration parameters were carefully analyzed, and
then the final appropriate parameters were selected for the final adjustment. The calibrated camera
parameters are tabulated in Table 5, indicating that radial lens distortion was the main error source.
A comparison of the camera parameters determined by self-calibration from Pix4Dmapper and ORIMA
would be meaningless, because the camera model adopted by Pix4Dmapper and ORIMA is different
(see Equations (1)–(5)). Thus, it was difficult to compare the camera parameters determined by these
two software packages. Therefore, the same checkpoints were used to analyze the AT results. The AT
check results, obtained using Pix4Dmapper and ORIMA, are shown in Table 6. In Table 6, the RMSE
(Root Mean Square Error) values of the checkpoints for the Pix4Dmapper result were 0.0087 m in
the E direction and 0.0110 m in the N direction, while the RMSE values of the checkpoints for the
ORIMA result were 0.0103 m in the E direction and 0.0091 m in the N direction. Neither result exhibits
a significant difference. This indicates a high-quality camera calibration. In particular, the camera
parameters calibrated by ORIMA were only the focal length (f ), principal point coordinates (x0, y0),
and radial lens distortion (a1, a2, a3), after the high correlation, significance, and determinability of the
self-calibration parameters were carefully analyzed.

Table 4. Camera parameters calibrated by Pix4Dmapper.

Camera Parameters Values

Calibrated Principal Distance (mm) 55.028

Principal Point Offsets (x0, y0) (mm) (21.831, 16.482)

Radial distortion (pixel) K1 −7.3159 × 10−002

K2 9.6799 × 10−002

K3 1.9326 × 10−002

Decentering distortion (pixel) T1 2.9746 × 10−004

T2 2.5307 × 10−004

Table 5. Camera parameters calibrated by ORIMA.

Camera Parameters Values

Calibrated Focal Length (f ) 55.0023 mm

Principal Point Offsets (x0, y0) (−0.1352 mm, −0.0063 mm)

Radial Lens Distortion
a1 −2.010 × 10−05

a2 −5.810 × 10−09

a3 1.978 × 10−11

Table 6. Results of the checkpoints in both Pix4Dmapper and ORIMA.

Pix4Dmapper ORIMA

Check Points E Difference (m) N Difference (m) E Difference (m) N Difference (m)

GA0467 0.0077 0.0072 0.0019 0.015
NA0275 0.0119 0.0196 0.0122 0.0075
Q1514 0.0015 0.0048 0.0072 0.0037

NA0586 0.0094 0.0026 0.0045 0.003
NA0585 0.0032 0.0038 0.0143 0.0055

Mean 0.0067 0.0076 0.008 0.0069
RMSE 0.0087 0.0110 0.0103 0.0091
|MAX| 0.0119 0.0196 0.0143 0.0091
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3.1.4. Measurements of the Supplementary Control Points for the Boundary Verification Survey

Six announced control points were selected for comparison in the tests for the measurements of
supplementary control points for the boundary verification survey using UAV aerial photogrammetry.
The six announced control points are shown as the cyan-blue pin marks in Figure 11. After aerotriangulation,
the difference analyses of the two compared coordinate methods are tabulated in Table 7. Table 7
shows that the RMSE of the E coordinate differences were 0.005 m and 0.006 m, and the RMSE of the
N coordinate differences were 0.008 m and 0.011 m. The results of the two methods are thus almost
the same.
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Table 7. Results for the supplementary control points measured by UAV aerial photogrammetry with
two different methods.

AT from Pix4Dmapper AT from ORIMA

Name of Point E Coordinate
Difference (m)

N Coordinate
Difference (m)

E Coordinate
Difference r(m)

N Coordinate
Difference (m)

QT75 0.003 0.001 0.008 0.006
NA0588 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.005
100005 0.007 0.018 0.001 0.024

NA0591 0.005 0.004 0.008 0.006
NA0583 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.003
NA0584 0.008 0.003 0.002 0.009
MEAN 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.008
RMSE 0.005 0.008 0.006 0.011

3.1.5. Detailed Map of UAS Aerial Photogrammetric Stereo Mapping

This subsection presents the detailed map results achieved using stereo-mapping. As mentioned
in Section 2.1.5, two AT results were obtained, and one was chosen for detailed map generation by
stereo-mapping. Six well-distributed models (see the yellow ovals in Figure 9) were selected for a
comparison of the y parallax in these two AT results, and there were six evenly distributed checkpoints
in each model. The result is shown below in Figure 12, in which the average y parallax values are all less
than 1 pixel in the six models from the two AT results, and the ORIMA AT result had a smaller y parallax
value to that achieved by Pix4Dmapper. The average y parallax of all points in the six models was
0.36 pixels using the AT results from Pix4Dmapper and 0.13 pixels using the AT results from ORIMA.
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All the y parallax values in model 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 in six locations of each model were less than 1 pixel,
except for model 2. A y parallax value larger than 1 pixel will cause discomfort while stereo-mapping.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of the y parallax for six locations in model 2, and the y parallax is larger
than 1 pixel at points 2 and 5. This means that stereo-mapping using the Pix4Dmapper AT result may
cause discomfort. The reason is that while the AT for the Pix4Dmapper was fully automatic, some
incorrect tie points were not completely removed. Based on the above analysis, this study used the
AT result of ORIMA to generate the detailed map manually, and the orthoimage automatically by
Pix4Dmapper. The results are shown in Figure 14. Meanwhile, the coordinate measurement of the
supplementary control points for the boundary verification survey also used the ORIMA AT results.
According to the computed camera parameters, the undistorted images were resampled from the
original images. These undistorted images, including the exterior parameters and pixel size, were
imported into Pix4Dmapper to measure the coordinates of the supplementary control points by space
intersection using multiple bundles of the tool, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 14. Left: the stereo-mapped detailed map; Right: the generated orthoimage.

A comparison of the detailed map surveyed by ground surveying and UAV aerial photogrammetry
is shown in Figure 15a. Local enlargement is demonstrated in Figure 15b. The red lines define the
detailed map stereo-mapped by UAV aerial photogrammetry, and the orange points are the points of
the detailed map surveyed by a total station. It is clear that the detailed map stereo-mapped by UAV
aerial photogrammetry includes much more detailed data than the details obtained by a total station,
which could only collect data near roads. As shown in Figure 15b, there is no difference between the two
kinds of data by visual verification. Quantity verification was conducted using the vertical distances
from the points surveyed by a total station to the lines of the detailed map stereo-mapped by UAV aerial
photogrammetry. The result is demonstrated in Figure 16. For the comparison, 187 detail points were
surveyed. There were 77 points at a distance of less than 10 cm, 73 points between 10 and 20 cm, and 28
points between 20 to 30 cm, while only 9 points were over 30 cm apart. Most of the distance differences
were less than 20 cm. This shows that the detailed map data using UAV aerial photogrammetry are
suitable for the map registration of digitalized graphic maps with a 1/500 map scale. The difference
between the two kinds of data was due to the identification of possible parcel points. The ground survey
identified them on the ground, while UAV photogrammetry identified them from the stereo model,
which is effectively from the sky. Even the identification was quite different; 77 points at a distance of
less than 10 cm meant that the ground survey and UAV aerial photogrammetry were consistent.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 24 
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Figure 15. Comparison of the detailed map surveyed by (a) ground surveying and (b) UAV aerial
photogrammetry. Local verification of the detailed map by ground surveying and UAV aerial
photogrammetry. (Orange points: the points of the detailed map surveyed by a total station; Red lines:
the detailed map stereo-mapped by UAV aerial photogrammetry).
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Figure 16. Analysis of the detailed map stereo-plotted by UAV aerial photogrammetry.

3.2. Survey for the Boundary Verification of a Digitalized Cadastral Area of Taiwan

3.2.1. Map Registration

Before the boundary verification survey, map registration must be performed, as described in
Section 2.2.1, in order to identify the coordinates of the parcel points for boundary verification. Based
on the street layout, 11 subareas, as shown in the left of Figure 17, were partitioned. Figure 18 shows
that the average distance difference in most areas is more than 15 cm, with the exception of areas A, G,
and H, before map registration. After map registration with affine transformation in each subarea,
the average distance difference in each area is reduced by 2 to 9 cm, and all values were less than 15 cm
(see the red bars in Figure 18). After each subarea was transformed using affine transformation, and all
subareas were merged into one cadastral map (see the right of Figure 17), which was the final version
of the boundary verification survey.
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3.2.2. Boundary Verification Survey

In a boundary verification survey, surveyors must stake out the parcel points according to the
computed horizontal distances and angles from the coordinates of the parcel points in a cadastral
map and the coordinates of the control points. This study used building corners and ground road
corners as supplementary control points, and their coordinates were determined by space intersection
from multiple bundles of UAV aerial photogrammetry. The parcel points were also staked out by the
radiation method or free station method using a total station. The radiation method using a total
station is the most common methodology for verification surveys. The total station was set up on the
control point. Then, the parcel points were verified by the computed horizontal distance and angle.
The free station method using a total station set up the total station where it could see the control
points and parcel points. At this moment, the total station was not set up on the control point. The free
station method is more convenient than the radiation method, but the coordinates of the free station
have to be determined after observing at least two control points. Meanwhile, the desired horizontal
distances and angles among the control points and the parcel points have to be calculated on site.

The test area is shown in Figure 19, where S is the surveying station and points 1–6 are the parcel
points for the boundary verification survey. The ground road corners selected as supplementary
control points are shown in Figure 19a, and the building corners used as supplementary control points
are shown in Figure 19b. According to the Regulations for the Implementation of Cadastral Surveys in
Taiwan, the difference between the surveyed and computed horizontal distance from a supplementary
control point to the parcel point must be less than 0.3 mm in the cadastral map coordinates, where
the surveyed horizontal distance was measured by a total station, and the computed horizontal
distance was calculated from the 2D coordinates of a supplementary control point to the 2D coordinates
of the parcel point. Because the map scale is 1/500, the distance difference between the surveyed
and computed horizontal distance must be less than 0.15 m in the object space after the boundary
verification survey. In addition, the difference between the computed horizontal distance between the
coordinates of adjacent parcel points in a cadastral map and the horizontal distance measured by a
ground survey should satisfy the following formula:

4 cm + 1 cm
√

L + 0.02 cm ∗M (6)

where L is the horizontal distance, the measurement unit is meters, and M is the map scale denominator.
The horizontal distance between adjacent parcel points for verification is about 5 m (see “Computed
horizontal distance” fields in the right part of Table 8), and the difference threshold of each side must
therefore be less than 0.162 m after the boundary verification survey. The result is shown in Table 8,
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in which all of the results meet the required standards. Specifically, using building roof corners as
controls is feasible and makes a boundary verification survey more flexible, even though it is more
difficult to find suitable corners as controls.
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Figure 19. The distribution of the supplementary control points, surveying station and parcel points
for the boundary verification survey test. (a) Ground road corners as supplementary control points (C1,
S, C2); (b) building corners as supplementary control points (C3 and C4).

Table 8. Analysis of the parcel points after being staked out.

Road corners as supplementary control points, staked out by the free station method
(C1 and C2: control points, S: free station)

Line
Surveyed
horizontal

distance (m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m) Side

Surveyed
horizontal

distance (m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m)

S-1 14.921 14.786 0.135 1–2 4.874 4.853 0.021
S-2 11.359 11.232 0.127 2–3 5.027 4.994 0.033
S-3 9.062 8.933 0.129 3–4 4.849 4.836 0.013
S-4 9.189 9.066 0.123

Road corners as supplementary control points, staked out by the radiation method
(C1 and S: control points, S: surveying station)

Line
Surveyed
horizontal

distance (m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m) Side

Surveyed
horizontal

distance (m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m)

S-1 14.890 14.778 0.112 1–2 4.848 4.853 0.005
S-2 11.360 11.223 0.137 2–3 5.025 4.994 0.031
S-3 9.065 8.923 0.142 3–4 4.809 4.778 0.031
S-4 9.135 9.057 0.078

Building corners as supplementary control points, staked out by the free station method
(C3 and C4: control points, S: surveying station

Line
Surveyed
horizontal

distance(m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m) Side

Surveyed
horizontal

distance (m)

Computed
horizontal

distance (m)

Difference
(m)

S-5 21.669 21.808 0.141 5–6 4.94 4.824 0.116
S-6 17.214 17.342 0.128
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The parcel points after a boundary verification survey using road corners as controls, staked
out by the free station method, are shown in Figure 20. The locations after the verification staking
survey were located at the centers of walls, indicated by the red arrows, and are consistent with the
cadastral reconnaissance data. This demonstrated the feasibility of a boundary verification survey
using a detailed map and orthoimage generated by UAV aerial photogrammetry in digitalized urban
cadastral areas.
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Figure 20. Parcel points (indicated by the red arrows) after the boundary verification survey using
road corners as controls, staked out by the free station method.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the feasibility of a boundary verification survey using UAV aerial photogrammetry
in a digitalized urban cadastral area of Taiwan was investigated. A high-quality-medium format
camera, with a 55 mm focal length, was carried on a rotary UAV to record 3 cm GSD (ground sampling
distance) images, flying at an altitude of 300 m. The images were taken with an 80% end-lap and
side-lap to increase the visibility of more terrain details for stereo-mapping. While the AT results
from the Pix4Dmapper and ORIMA software were almost the same, the y parallax from the AT result
achieved using the ORIMA software was lower than that achieved using Pix4Dmapper. Therefore,
the detailed map was produced by the AT achieved using ORIMA. According to the test conducted in
this study, UAV aerial photogrammetry can generate many more land detail points globally, i.e., more
detailed maps, and orthoimages for map registration, ensuring that the resulting digitalized cadastral
maps are much more consistent with the collected possible parcel points after map registration. In the
map registration stage, after determining 11 partitions for map registration in order to absorb errors
using affine transformation, the distance differences were reduced by 2-9 centimeters in different
partitions after map registration. After this, the coordinates of the parcel points for the verification
survey were obtained after map registration. Additionally, UAV aerial photogrammetry provided
the coordinates of the supplementary control points using the AT result from ORIMA. Then, all the
resampled undistorted images based on the computed camera parameters, including the exterior
parameters and pixel size, were imported into the Pix4Dmapper software to measure the coordinates of
the supplementary control points by space intersection using multiple bundles (see Figure 5). Finally,
the distance and angle between the parcel points of the verification and supplementary control points
were calculated for the boundary verification survey by the radiation method using a total station.
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Even the building corners were used as controls for the boundary verification survey by the free station
method, using a total station to complete the boundary verification survey process. The results all
met the standards required by the Regulations for the Implementation of a Cadastral Survey, art. 75
and art. 76, in Taiwan. This proved the feasibility of a boundary verification survey using UAV aerial
photogrammetry in digitalized urban cadastral areas. Simultaneously, the proposed approach was
able to generate one cadastral map that was consistent with the actual terrain details, meaning that
while boundary verification surveys are necessary, surveyors do not need to locally survey the terrain
represented in the detailed map. Therefore, the proposed approach can reduce labor costs and improve
the efficiency of future boundary verification surveys.
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